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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Skale is an open-source, Proof-of-Stake security and execution Layer 2 network connected to the
Ethereum public mainnet. Skale enables decentralized applications (dApps) to scale through highly
configurable, elastic sidechains that are instantly compatible with Ethereum and its ecosystem.
Through these elastic sidechains and a pooled validation model, Skale allows leveraging the Ethereum
ecosystem and network effects while at the same time improving the overall UX, increasing throughput, enabling ecosystem interoperability, and lower transaction fees.
FACTS & FIGURES
founded

2017

live since

06/2020

native token

SKL

founding team

Jack O’Holleran

Stan Kladko, PhD

key players

N.O.D.E. FOUNDATION
A Lichtenstein non-profit Foundation aiming to accelerate the advancement
of Web3 technologies and to make the next evolution of the internet accessible for end-users, developers as well as validators. Together with Skale Labs,
they facilitate the development of the Skale Network.
SKALE LABS
Based in San Francisca, Skale Labs is the core team responsible for developing the technology specs, writing code, and raising awareness as well as
growing the overall Skale ecosystem.
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Helping Ethereum Dapp developers scale applications is the center of what we do.
- Jack O’Holleran, CEO Skale Labs

TOKENOMICS

ICO

$5 Million in 2020

initial supply

4.140.000.000 SKL

capped supply

7.000.000.000 SKL

token distribution based on capped supply
early supporters &
public allocation

broader founding team

16%

28,1%

SKALE foundation

10%

ecosystem fund

1,3%

protocol development fund

7,7%

core team pool

validator rewards

4,0%

33%

STAKING INFO
inflation rate (first year)

9,3%

un-bonding period

None

staking return

9.9% – 29.71%

based on participation
& staking duration

Rewards
The height of the rewards depends on the staking duration chosen by the
delegator (2, 6, or 12 months). Rewards are paid out and liquid a few
days after the end of every epoch (= calendar month).
Slashing
Both validators and their delegators can be subject to slashing in case of malicious or negligent behavior. However, delegator slashing will be activated in
later stages (tba).
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TECHNICAL QUICK TAKES

ELASTIC SIDECHAINS
Elastic sidechains are compatible with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
and can run full-state smart contracts, support decentralized storage, and
execute rollups. They are fully decentralized through a leaderless consensus
designed to run on an unlimited number of independent nodes. Sidechains
use computation and storage resources from virtualized subnodes selected
from the larger set of nodes in the network. Through a secure interchain
messaging protocol the sidechains can communicate and use an asynchronous byzantine fault-tolerant protocol as its consensus mechanism.
POOLED VALIDATION MODEL
Sidechains are secured through a frequently rotating sub-set of validators
that are randomly drawn from the whole validator set of the Skale network.
This results in each sidechain being protected with the resources of the
entire network while simultaneously gaining performance and low latency
by using a smaller number of validator nodes.
ECOSYSTEM & PROJECT MAP
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website:
skale.network

docs:
skale.network/docs

whitepaper:
skale.network/whitepaper

DISCLAIMER
The Content is for informational purposes only, you should not construe any such information or other material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice.
This document was compiled in October 2020 - while information will be updated
frequently, we do not guarantee its' accuracy or timeliness.
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